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By Isabelle Gournay

University of Georgia Press, United States, 1992. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. This lively guidebook surveys four hundred buildings within the Atlanta
metropolitan area--from the sleek marble and glass of the Coca-Cola Tower to the lancet arches
and onion domes of the Fox Theater, from the quiet stateliness of Roswell s antebellum mansions to
the art-deco charms of the Varsity grill. Published in conjunction with the Atlanta chapter of the
American Institute of Architects, it combines historical, descriptive, and critical commentary with
more than 250 photographs and area maps. As the book makes clear, Atlanta has two faces: the
Traditional City, striving to strike a balance between the preservation of a valuable past and the
challenge of modernization, and also the Invisible Metropolis, a decentralized city shaped more by
the isolated ventures of private business than by public intervention. Accordingly, the city s
architecture reflects a dichotomy between the northern-emulating boosterism that made Atlanta a
boom town and the genteel aesthetic more characteristic of its southern locale. The city s recent
development continues the trend; as Atlanta s workplaces become increasingly high-tech, its
residential areas remain resolutely traditional. In the book s opening section, Dana White...
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This written book is excellent. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying period. You are going to like the way the writer write this publication.
-- Ha dley Ullr ich-- Ha dley Ullr ich

Without doubt, this is the very best function by any writer. It typically will not charge too much. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged
this pdf to discover.
-- Clem ent Sta nton-- Clem ent Sta nton
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